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ABSTRACT
It appears that there is nothin inherently

) associated with femaleness Which sbculd precludes the ascendence of
',even into management positions. Hoeever, barriers do exist and the
stem from such factors as societal sex-role stereotypes, attitudes
toward vcaen in management, attitudes toward female competence, and
the prevalence of the male managerial model. Ihese factors are
external to thewoman-herself but may create barriers to her
job-related aspirations. Internal factors which may serve to inhibit
the expression of upwardly mobile occupational aspirations include
low self-esteem and fear cf failure, as well as the perceived
consequences-of occupational advancement and the incentive value
associated with such expectations. Increasing employment
opportunities for women represent a small first step toward'
equalizing the distribution of men and women in the labor force.
'However, it appears that a concerted effort to modify existing
societal attitudes, to provide environmental siippert for dealing with
the real pressures arising from role conflicts, and to ,redefine the
exclusively male managerial model will be required to diminish the
impact cf the pervasive stereotypes which seem tc be remarkably
effective in keeping WC1ED cat of managerial positions. (BM)
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era to Professional Advancement

Among Female Managers

Virgiln/a E. OtLear

Oakland University

In recent years, the need for placing women in higher occupational

levels pf business and industry has been recognized and the legal con-
/

sequences of precluding such advancement strengthened. However, despite
?

evidence that the business counity, prodded by AffirmatiVe, Action and

othet legislation, appears more willing than ever before to accepte44omen

into managerial ranks, women today account for less than two per ent of

the managerial persohnel in the United States. While evidence f dis-

criminatory hiring and promotional practices does exist, itjlaS:become in-

creasingly clear that qualified women are themselves unwilling t_ pursue

management positions. As former Assistant Secretary of Education so,

aptly observed, "If job discrimination should end tomorrow, there wouldn't

be Itery much change in the number of women in positions^of authority"

(Euzenberg, 1975).

Even among those women employed in professional and technical jobs
. r

the majority occupy P6Sitions considered "feinale sex-role appropriate."

For example, 977 of all-registered nurses, 92% .of all dieticians, 85% of

all elementary school teachers and'70% of all health tec ans are

1
Paper presented at the Ninth International .Congressof Psychology,

Munich, Germany,6August, 1978.



woman.. In contrast, of the engineers, the attorneys and'n

physicianein the U. S. are women (U. S. Department of,Commerce, 1973).

It is.generaily agreed,- that for 'a woman to succeed in

the

competitive

economic marketplace she must possess chiiacteristics whidh have been ire -
7

garded (stereotypically) as male sex-role appropriate. Clearly, there is

a reluCtance on the part of many women to pursue occupations -which require°

the expression, of traits traditionally ascribed to men. Apparently, this

reluctanct nds even to the acquisition of theAeducational training

whictf Would qualify them for such occupations (Horner, 1972; Horner &

Walsh,

One of the clitical-proble_ 'confronting business and industry as
S I

they attempt to comply with current legislative efforts to equalize the

distribution of men and women in the occupational hierarchy, centers around

the question%of how to motivate the woman worker to aspire to Ascendency
,C

into positions of status and responsibility. The currant paper.reviews

the literature on women in management with regard to those P chological

factors which may interact bar women from enterin& nagement.

Some of, these factors, such as societal:sex-role stereotopes,

at%itudes toward women in manageMent itudes toward e. competene,

andthe prevalence of the "male managerial" model, are external to the

woman herself but may create barriers to her job-related aspirations.

Internal factors whidh may serve .to inhibit the expre-Sion of upwardly

mobile occupational aspirations include low self esteem and fear of failure

as Well as the perctiVed donsequences occupationaladvancement and the

incentive valpe associated with such expectations. These last two
c

variables, expected consequences and.their incentive values are regarded

by Atkinson and Feather (1966) as"crucial determinants the nature and



ated behav ore,

f a particular behavioral response (i.e., pr

such responses May be inhi ed)
I

Att itudes Towerd'WoMen

The jority-of the

attitudes toward women in management hativfocused-upon the dttitudes o_

gement

- 6

ipated consequences .

have negative valences

terature releliant to
4

question of ape etal

male managers. To the extent that promotional decisians,on.: en are made

,
y men in positions of authority 'one obVious barrier to sucssful

cupational advencement.foewamen lies in he attitudes of their proMotenk-

A.cles ic study of male attitudes toward wymen executi s was c-nducted by

the Harvard Business Revii'w (Be n, Wortriey, & Gruper, 1965). Male

executives rated their attitudes toward'f: ale executives in the mildly

favorable to the mildly unfavorable range. While the males sampled' felt

that women, in management had no appreciable negative ,effects on efficiency

and production, one third of those sampled felt that females in managerial

posielifiChad a "bad" effect on employee morale. Fifty -one- percent ai'4the

male respondents felt that women were tperamentally unfit for management.

Eighty-one percent believed-that men would feel uncomfortable working for

a woman and 73% indicated that they themselves would feel uffEiaiTfortable

I.
if they were to work for a woman.

Schein (1973) asked male management personnel working in insurance

companies to describe,either women, men, r successfUl middle level

managers. She found a high degree of corresqondance between the

male and successful middle' Lnager profiles; women were described quite

differently. Apparently those attributes commonly attriitsd to women

g., dependence, passivity,, and emotionality) were viewed as antithetical

to thejequisite characteristics for successful managers.



Theee findings reflect the north in cad iultUre that women should

not have authori er'men of%equivalent age and soc I class. Other-
.*

prevalent male a tudes which may b(anticipated to.adversely effect

hiring and ,promptional decisions on women include (1) women are given

preferential treatment and premature advancement due to the influence of

"pressure groups," (2) the employment women jeopardizes the An itutton

oithe'family, ,(3 ) the presence of women in the job setting makes.sdbial

interactions difficult, (4) women are less able to cope with crises than

'men, and (5) women require-inordinate amounts of sick leavedue to

menstruation and ncy (Diphoye 1975; Loring' & W lls 1972; Lynch,

73; Minahan, 1975; Rogalin & Fell, 1975; WiAliams 1977). 1

.Research by Bass, Krussell, and Alexander (1971) looking at how

male hgers perceive wen and their relationship to work revealed

severatfactors that influenced heir-ability to-accept women on artpidal

VOsr with men in the work situation. Although the male managers sabipled

did npt perceive of women as less capable than men, they did indicate con

cern about the norms defining the infraction between men and women in

Jet, settings. It was the managers' belief that both men and womenrefer

male supervisors. Further, they perceived of the woman worker as less

dependable than her1male counterparty The reaso s given for this negative

perception e 'related to the "biological" and personal characteristics,

of woven. assification of the data in terms of the managers', actual

experience with women workers indicated that men who did not work with

women7had more positive regard for women Iporkers than men who did. -'The

least favorable attitudep toward workirwomen were expressed by male

managers who supervised women' in subordinate ions., Bass, l. (1971)
\'

suggebt that as long -en judge--amen from positions of superiority{
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woman may continue to be viewed in an unfavorable light. Empirical ttemprs

change negative attitudes toward outgouups based on the lostesgr up con-
4 , 1

, . 4

hypothesis indicate that equality of status /is an important determi

--Of prejudice riductign (Ailport, 1958;1Codk, 19 9)

*AA

It has been widely assume4 that the existence of negative attitudes

and women in 'manage 441 positions based, on the prevalence of a stereo-
.,

itypic conception of appropriate feminin, behavior accounts for both access

and treatment discrimination ainst women in organizationallettings,

.
*

Levitan, Quinn,_& Stain 1971)- Indeed, it has been .demonstrated

repeatedly that_women ar perceived as.less desirable job applicants t
(

comparably quaatifiedi-men (Cohen 6-Bunker, 1975; Pidell, 1970; Haefner,

1977; Shaw, 1972;.Wiback, Dipboye, 1 Fromkim- 1975). Further;
7

al., 1971; atare hired their salaries are lower (Levitan,

1975;1Treiman & Terrell, 1975) and they are promoted less rap
t.

Stogdill, 1972; Rosen dee, 1974d).

There has been little systematic reseal-

once they'

& Astin,

Day &

into the nature of the

qualifitati- expected of female applicants- for managerial positions.

study:by Cecil, Paul, and .C1-ins (1973) attested to identify the qualities=

p. ceived to be important for maleand'female applicants for a "whit_

collar" job. Graduate and undergraduate students enrolled in management
'eN1

- ,

sses were asked to-irate the importance of each of fifty variables to
.#

!

an interviewer considering.the job all,"plication of eithdr Mar< Thoma_or'

Joe Stefheris. The results indicated tha subjects 1 perceptions, the,

importince of standard variables fraque _y used. In selection varied as' a

4 4.,/
-fun ion of thesex of the applicant. Personalitly-app-arance and,, ci11s-

,1

educajon were perceived to be more important in evaluating the female

applicant, whe motivation- ability and'interperpenal relations were weighed,

rt.
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more heavily in evaluating_the male. Apparently, the female applicant
-

more likely co be erceivid is a typical clerical employee, in codirast to

as

the-kale "a4mini trative manager."

Its thus ap_ears that women are genera ly regarded as la 64ng the.'

necessary characteristics assume management tales. Furibter,,the p

formance4of do attain silch,ppsietions is evaluated differently frbM

that of comparable males.

Rosen and Jerdefi (1973) examined the way sex -role sterebtypas--Rer

ceptions and.exp_ Cations of 'what is ,appropriate behavior foi males s

females--anfluetces evaluations of

linderg d_e studs

le and female supervisory behavior.

and bank superviscirs Were asked to read one of six

versions of a supervisor_ y,problem (with .either

visor and with eight mate, female, pr mixed.subordinates) andto eval to

i a female super-

the effectiveneastof Tour supervisory styles. Theresults indicatgd that

The evalnatibns of the'efficacy,of certain supervibary styles was

to the influence of

A rewarcr-atyle

0.

while a frier 1 y ependent style,wasirated a.s mode effectivefpr supervisors
6 '

,

sex when used with,Subordinates of the opposite sex. On the

-x of supervisor and subordinate..

as rated as more\effective.for male supervisors,

subject

of:either
1

other hand, evaluations 'of threat and hel styles did tot difer for

-male and female supervisors. It should be noted ttiatthe simil rity of,,

f, \
rating: made by subjects of both sexes provides evidence that men and

t

women share on perceptions. zoncerning sex` -role ,approOriate behavior ,tor

indivlduals,in

Although the results of .a recent surveyrexperiment have beet inteeOreted,

aUpervisory positions.

suggest personnel deciaiAs of male managers reflectlsocietally'endorsed

act-role stefbotypes (Rosin fg' 'erdee, 1975a) favoring male" ployees,



'fie -burg and 1lgei(1975), have questioned the validity of post hoc explanaiions- 1,

based astereot. *c inferences. In the Rosen and,:.Terdee study no measure

of ste reotypes was actually taken. eh Terborg and ilgen (1975) obtained.

a meavree of. male subjec 0' Attitudes Toward Welmer,as M&nagers (Peters.,

borg, T& Taynor, 1974) prior to their participation in ad to-Basket
f

simulation they foudd ,bat the stereotype. measure was related to decision--

making behavior only in situations where lithe information about a woman
.'.

,i. applicant was provided- (at the time of hiring)I When`-, data regardihg\her

performance were presented the effects of negative "stereotyping diminished.
12

Si ilar1!6,Rosen and jetdee'(197413) and Murphy (1977) found that the

'00
effect of stereptypes on,decision-maki:' decreased when regulatoiy policies

were made explicit. In the absence of information a o an applican
4

be easily classified an accordance wiehprevailing( norms dictating sex role'

)

aloptippriare behaviors. When hir job related qualifications are detailed

explicitly for the purposes of hiring or promotion decision-- It y,not be

as easy to overlook her abilities. However, in Murphy's (1977) study,

selection of the female /employee for job iewardS or opportunities never

A

exceeded that of the- male. Irr ectiVe of whet be decision-Rakery

was a student -or executive, "James" wasmuch m o likely than '%..Tane to

receive (1) a high etar*fig salary, (2) a high second-year Salarcy inOre6ent,
4

(3) assigt6ent tcqdhallengihg work, (4) the opportTity f further training,

andMselectionforpromcition..The most striking.disdre -cy,was obtained

in the promodion selection. (Under unambiguous conditions the male was

selected for promotion in 20 of 44 cases, the female in three of 52,

conditions were highly ambiguous the female was never selected, while the

male was promoted in 11 of 22 cases. fur,e- lie Only female prembtidbal

selections were made by female subjects.



otding to Katz (1973) women's attitudes toward snccea ful.women

are more favorable' tha those of men.toward successful women. However,

.while mdu report punitive and unaccepting attitudes toward successful

en, these attitudes ar,subject tochange-as a functidn of the context
, . .

within which the success is achieved. If female success is depicted as
0

.occurring in an' nvironment in which female participatibn is as frequent

-as male participation, male tend to react favorably to this success; when

success,is associated with "deviant" female stereotypic sex role inappropriate

behavior, males react punitively. The success of the woman is not so

much-the issue as is the deviant nature of her actions. These findings

suggest, that the attitudes of male managers toward women in management

may be influenced by the actual number of women having attained,high

level positions within a particular organization.

It has been suggested that the attitudes of women. managers themselves

toward women in management are unfavorable. In a national samOle of

working women Staines, Travis, and Jayaratre (1973) found evidence for

queen'bee syndrome." That is, women who had achieved high status

positions tended tp view other wbtnen as competitors and evaluated them

negatively. However, TerbOrg Peters, Ilgen, and Smith (1974) found that

women employees with high levels of education'held more favorable attitudes

toward women as managers than either women with less education or men.

Assuming that educational level is positively related to position within

the organization these results contradict those of 'Staines and his col-
,

leagues,' as do those of Bowman and her colleagues (1965) who found that a

higher proportion of female than male executives rated,their attitudes
(z,

toward -'women executives as strongly favorable.

Although only five 'percent of the managers included in Rosen and

Jeldee's (1974c) survey of Harvard Business Review s bscribers were women
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they e no less likely to discrimina e against FoMen emplbyees than
.6-

their mal- peers in cease involving the selecltion'of a purchasing manager;

nominating a.n emplol4e to attend a training conference, giving,' advice to.'

a philandering junior exectitive, and resolying Confp.ct over work refated.

social obligations. Apparently, :1- _d female executives share common

percePtions and,expectations concerning the behavior of men and itrogen in

'organizational settings. The pervasiveness of such expectations may reflect

the tendency of those in managerial positions to Adhere to'a fundamentally
.

/'

"male" manag I model.

le Managerial Model

American society values success and the aodel upon Which the-definition

of "success" is based is essentially a male sex role appropriate one. -'ox

example, is the male, not the female sex role stereotype which coincides

with the managerial model. McGregor (1967) writes, "The mody l of the

successful manager in our culture is a,masauline one. The good manager is

aggressive, competitive, firm and just. He is not feminine, he s not soft

and yielding or dependent or(intuitive in the womanly sense. The very

expressibn of emotion is widely viewed as
4

minlne weakness that would

interfere with effective 'usiness processes "" (p. 23], In describing the

managerial model, Loring and Wells (1972) observe that "men are supposed

to be tough, concerned for the dollar, practical' and objective enough to

face he acts and act accordingly. Even if someone gets hurt in the

process, a man is supposed to be strong enough to do what has to be done.

Such strength'itoughness; And total responsibility, even _occasional,

necessary violence are attributed to men as 'natural'...He-is expected to

repress those aspec

our culture" (p. 92].

of himself which are ssociated with the=feminine in

-I 0
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Women do not fit into the "execut-ive ld." &min '(1964) quoteh one

junior executive, "I. would,like to. recommend people for promotion on me it

alone,, bit l am justifiably afraid that own judgment will be called

question if I recommend anyone who deviates too markedly from the kind

person I see getting ahead in my company"Ap, 189]. Women, evidently "deviate

too markedly,' -"a research reveali that factors,of race, sex, and

national origin appear -to be more important-deterents to promotion than,the

candidate's'dishonest, aelf-seeking, authoritarian tendencies.

Schein (1975)''found that women middle management were. as likely as

their male counterparts to view "maaculine" characteristics as the requisite

characteristics for a managerial position such that to think "manager" was
o 4

_
to think "male." These findings suggest that to "think like a man" may be

vital for a woman if she is to be, accepted and successful in predominately:

male organizations. In an interview study, Schein (1973) fod00 that suc-

cessful women executives admitted. to identifying yl..th the "male model"

during their early managerial careers.

One explanation for the wide-spread acceptance of the validity of the

4
male managerial model, lies in the prevalence the regarding the na ure

of women's job commitment and their competence.

Myths Regardinmpetence and Commitment`
4

Persistent myths concerning the sincerity of the, commitment on the

part of the female worker continue to influence proMoters exceptions of

-

her and. to have a detrimental effect on her chances for advanceient.

Crowley, Levitan and (*inn i) found no support for the notion: that

women work only for "pin money." Full 40% of their female sample were

economically independent. One third of the-feMal- sample were the sole
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wage earners in their households. Yet the Myth F

-, Continue to be regarded a' better candidates for

economic need.

Also unfound was belief that women ate

socio-emotional aspects f their job Like the

regard the cancer nand competence of their superN

he job than the opportunity to make friends.

expresses the fear that women supervisors would a

to supersede objective judgment.
e

-C-owley and. her colleagues found no factual

valent,assuMptions regarding-the motivations and

4
workers. Such notions include ,(1) women would nc

reasons did not force them_into the labor market,

than men with an intellectually undemanding job,

cerned than men that thir work be self actualizi

less concerned 'with "getting ahead." Empirical

- these myths,

-----SThese findings lend support to the contentic

motivations of workers of,,each sex,are more simil

types would lead us to believe. Yet women, worker

by r;,ths,and half-myths which to the extent they,

decisionsinvolved in making promotional decisions may advc

tunities for advancement.

The available literature clearly, indicates t

perform less well than men do a variety of act

example, Feldman-'Summers and'Kieslet ,(1474) were
1,

occupation in which females were expected to outi
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the presumably female appropriate - occupational fields of nursing and

elementary,school ,teaching, Sedgwick (reported by Feldman-Summers &

Kiesler, 1974) found that subjects of'both sexes expected males to be

more competent and'succeSsful that females.

Moreover, When male and female subjects are asked t evaluate the

same performance ikttributed to either a man or a woman, they tend to agree

that the man's performance is superior. For example, the female college

students whO were asked by Goldberg (1968) to rate professional articles

on the basis of value, persuasiveness, writing style, profundity, and

competence gave higher ratings Identical papers when they were led to

believe that the author was -le. Bern and Bern (1970) replidated these

findings with male college students. Similar results have been obt- aed

in studies requiring both women and men to evaluate the artistic merit of

paintings (Pheterson, Kiesler, & Goldberg, 1971) and the qualifications of

student applicants for a study-abroad program (.6"e7a & Taynor, 1973).

Several attempts have been made to specify the conditions under which

a woman's achievement may be regarded as more (or equally) meritorious than

that of a man. Taynor and Deaux (1973) found that a woman's behavior in

a civic emergency (armed robbery) was rated as more deserving of a reward

than that of a man when her behavior was portrayed as somewhat out of r-

(she remained cool headed) and her actions were praised by experts (the

police). Similarly, Pheterson et al. (1971) found that a _man' !-J

achievement was evaluated as favorably as that of a m _ unit/ why had

been judged superior by experts.' Appa entiv, for a woman' comuk enc+

be recognized, her accomplishmt-uic must he portrn

worth must be acknowledged by an authOri lve source.

and
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Even when a woman's-achievement is acknowledged, her Suceess is

generally attributed not tell-- ability but to luck or effort .:4 Deaux and
.

Em iller (1971 asked male and female college students to evaldate the

performance of a fellow, student (either male or femal a task

characterized as either masculine or feminine. When the task was presented

as one at which males excel, both male and female raters attributed a good

performance by a man to his skill. ame level of performance by a

female was attributed to her luck. Similarly, Feldman-Summers and Kiesler

(1974) found that college students attributed the success of a

IOW physician to his ability and that of a female physician to=her great

motivation. They interpret hese findings to suggest that women (who are

number two) must try harder.

Feather (1969, 1975) has demonstrated that regardless of original

expectations for success, women rely more often on variable attributions

(i.e., luck and effort) than males following both success and failure.

In a recent review of women's expectations of and causal attributions for

performance Frieze (1975) concludes that women generally attribute failUre

to lack of ability and success to effort. In contrast, men credit their,

success to thleir high ability and blame someone or something else if they

fail (beaux, 1976; .4ednick & Weissman, 1975).

The findings cited above may be regarded as evidence for the existence

societal bias against the recognition of female competence. This

bias may stem from the belief that females are not endowed with the masculine

attributes which make success more likely.

Indeed, a recent study by Spence and Helmreich (1972) lends support

to such an interpretation. Male and female students were shown one ei

four videotaped versions of a female stimulus person being interviewed_
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The stimu person portrayed either a competent or incompetent individual

who was either feminine or masculine in her interests. The attributes of

competency and mascull,R4ty of interests combined in such a way to make the

masculine-competent female more rather than less attractive, regardless )

of sex of rater or their expressed attitudes toward women. Apparently, if

a female, stimulus is portrayed as possessing highly-valued male attributes

(competence) and correspondingly appropriate masculine interests, subjects

of both sexes are willing to acknowledge their shared preference for

individuals possessing those societal traits valued most highly. The dif-

ficulty may lie in convincing men and women that such valued traits are

not by definition possessed exclusively by men. While the prevalence of

the myth hat women are less competent than men may be rendered ineffective

in laboratory situations, the prevalence of such attitudes in the general

society may continue to interfere with the ability to accurately predict

and assess female's job performance.

It se.,'ms reasonable to expect that sex differences in the perceived

cause of Success, when it is acknowledged, will produce different ractions'

to it. Most organizational rewards are designed to recognize personal

accomplishments. Thus, to be judged as deserving of a reward it is

necessary to be perceived as having played an instrumental role in the

(successful) outcome. Heilman and Guzzo (1978, in press) asked men and

women MBA students to make recommendatiOns regarding the appropriateness

of various personnel actions taken on successful male and female employees.

Four different causes for the hypoiLetical employee's success were described

(ability, E=ffort, task difficulty, and luck). The types of causal

explanations frequently used to account for ..omen's success, luck and cask

difficulty, which are both external and unstable (Far & Deaux, 1977) were
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found to detrimentalleffect the degree to .which Organizational rewards

were viewed as appropriate, and if they were, to detrimen'telly affect the

scdpe and magnitude of reward deemed-preferable. When the causal basis of

men's and women's behavior was thought to be the same, they were rewarded

success and maleness is soidentically. Unfortunately, the tie be

throng (Feldman =Su ers & Kiesler, 1974) that males are expeetedito be more

successful than,females regardless of the sex-role appropriateness of the

occupational context in which the success occurs (Toughey, 1974a, ). As

a result, a woman's success may always be viewed as unexpected and due tc

different factors than the (antiicipated), success-of a man.

In a recent study Hagen and Kahn (1975) found that males liked

competent women only when they were not required to interact with them.

When men were required to work with a woman (either cooperatively or

competitively) they preferred incompetent female coworkers over competent

ones. Further, both males and Bales were more likely to exclude a

competent woman from their group than a competent man and to include an

incompetent woman than an incompetent man. The authors conclude that while

competent women may be afforded the status comensurate with their ability

(competent women were rated high in leadership ability) they will not be

liked and may be excluded from the work group.

Insofar as promoters perceive the characeristics of women workers as

discrepant from the predominately "masculine" criteria inherent in the

male managerial model to which they adhere it is reasonable to anticipate

that such attitudes may constitute barriers higher occupational attain-

ment for women. Further, if as the Hagen and Kahn results suggest men's

self esteem is threatened by the demonstration of female competence even

if a woman does possess the requisite "masculine" attributeu for success

she may not be hired o r promoted.
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Thus far,the discussion has focused-on empirical findings directly

relevant to expressed attitudes owardlwomen -in management. Such attitudes

reflect societally held sex role s o ypes.

Societal Sex Role- Stereotypes

Society assigns particular characteristics to males and females for

the purpose of enhancing performance in traditional sex roles. The stereo-

typic images of the achie ing male ,:nd nurturant female become a powerful

force in the socialization of children as they grow into adulthood. Norms

governing the approved "masculine" or "feminine" image are clearly defined

and consensually endorsed (Fernberger, 1948; Lunnenborg, 1970; McKee &

Sherriffs, 1959; Seward, 1946 Sherriffs & McKee, 1957; Steinman & Fox,

1966). Broverman, Vogel, Broverman, Clarkson and Rosenkrantz (1972) report

a high degree of agreement regarding the differing characteristics of

males and females in a large sample comprised subjects of both sexes,

various ages, religious affiliations, educational levels and marital

statuses.

An An analys of those characteristics most commonly ascribed to each

sex reveal that attributes valued highly in men reflect a "competency"

cluster including such items as objectivity, skill in business, and

decision-making ability. le- valued traits comprise a "-a- th-expressive

ness" cluster antitheticdl to the male profile. That is, the ideal female

does not possess male valued traits. Similarly, McKee and Sherriffs (1957)

found that components of the "masculine" image generated by their subjects

included (1) i tional competence and ability and (2) vigor, action and

effectiVeness whale the female stereotype consisted of (1) social skills

and graces and (2) warmth and emotional support. subjects ni both
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[sexes agree that male - valued traits are more socially desirable than female

valued traits (Rosenkrantz% Vogel, see, Broverman, & Braverman, 1968).

Indeed, the ascription of,greate tb the male has been

repeatedly demonstrated. The prevalence of consensually endorsed negative

valuation oE female traits may result in women holsilng a negative opinion

6

of their worth relative to that of men (Broverman, Broverman, Clarkson,

Rosenkrantz, & Vogel, 1970

However, the question of the extent to which sex role stereotypes

influence the self conceptions of men and women cannot be resolved on the

basis of empirical evidence to date. While the sex difference literature

does suggest a higt1 degree of correspondence between male and female

self conceptions and their concepts of ideal same, and opposite 'sex stereo-

typic,profiles (McKee & Sherriffs, 1959; Rosenkrantz et al., 1968, Steinman

& Fox, 1966) it is difficult to assess the relationship between self

concept and differentially valu=ed sex role stereot:pes. As Constantinople

(1973) points out, the majority of measures used to differentiate males

from females with regard to dimensions of masculinity - femininity, sex role

adoption, sex role preference and sex role identity are based on'the

assumption that masculinity and femininity represent a single bi-polar

dimension. The usual proCedure for obtaining male versus female self and

opOsSite sex-other profiles involves asking subjects to respond to trait

and adjective check lists, characterizing males, females and self. While

the sequence of response to these differential instructions is typically

counterbalanced, the very fact that'all operations are perfoLmed on the

same set of scales may artifically elicit b_ polar characterizations,

artifactually anchored. Thus, caution must be exercised in interpreting

the resul'fa f sex difference*'in response to both self and sex role stereo-

typic profiles generated in this fashion.
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Further, as Fleck' 1975),has recently obserVed sex stereotypes are
''_

typically defined it terms of the tr its that ao.st differentiate the sexes

rather than .hose hat,most characterize each Sex. The fact that the mean
ey

tatings for males ana fetales on almost all traits that do differentiate

are on the same side of the midpoipt is oftenibverlooked (Spence,,Heimreich,

4 Stapp, 1974). Thus, the male and female stereotype both included' masculine

and feminine traits.

The traditional view of sex-role stereotypes assumed that sec

represented a dichotomous construct, anchored by masculinity at one extreme

and femininity at the othey. More recent formulations view masculinity
'

and femininity as orthogonal dimensions which'sflay vary independent of one

another (Bem, 1974; Spep ce, et al., 1974), However,

4

despite the recognition among social scientists that sex roles may be defined

androgynously, the impact of this recognition on the public's expectations

governing sex role appropriate behavior has yet to be evaluated.

Evidence to date suggests women share men's bias against the recogni

of ompetence in women, generate the same sex role stereotypic profiles as

their male counterparts, and endorse the ascription of more pos.itively

valued traits to men. The extet to which this agreement reflects the

tonsensual endorsement of "sqc

determine. A number of recent

dissimilarity between the sexes

between them as reflected in thei

illy desirable" respbnses is difficult to

Idies suggest that the extent of perceived

much greater than the actual differences

self or typical same -sex versus ideal

stereotypic ratings (Fay, 1975p Steinmann & Fo;c 1974; Unger & Sifter, 1974).

Although women perceive themselves as having achieved a balance between

self achieving and family"` orientation (self ratings) and indicate that they
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are pretty much what they

'-fia t men approve of their self achieving orientat

- 1
of men's tdeil woman) atelumann &,Fox, 1974). erestigg

.(4.

- * .

, I '

-n's ideal woman 1and women s own iclOal coiespond closely.

to be (ideal they' do no

(women's--b-e_

dot their. perceptions are accurate, women's beliefs concerning

wan 'them_t- be may be reasonably antiApated

the .ratings

Whe.ther or

at men-

those behaviors

they deem stereotypicafly counterno ative. Cohs'istent with the evidence

indicating a readiness onthe part of women to subscribe to tereotypic

sex role definitions are data suggesting tha

a

less positiveIy.than men.

'--o-en dharacterize themselves

In a recent review of the literature on sex differences in self concept

Maccoby and .Jacklin. (1974) conclude that'women and men do not differ

significantly on generalized measures of self esteem. However, women do

expeess lowerloweriexpectancies for success than do males ('-randall, 1969;

Feather, 1969 Frieze, Fisher, McHugh, & Valle, 1975; McMahan, 1972b;

Montanel Hill, $969) rven when their task performance is objectively`

superior (Vaughter, Gubernick, Matassian, &,Haslett; 1974). Fu-

collep women are'less likely than men to accept personal responsibility

for their performance outcomes attributing both success and failure to

external factors such as luck or task difficulty (Frieze et al. 1975;

Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974). Whet women are asked to characterize themselves

in terms adjectives reflecting personal vs. social self definitions,

women emphasize their social attributes such as attractiveness, sympathv,

cooperation, whereas men define themselves in accord with the personal

attributes, ambitious, optimistic and Ft-Aerie-1 (Ca lson, 197J:

Carlson & Levy, 1968). It thus appears that while women do nut evaluatel

themselves more negatively than men, they do subscribe to a self definition



which _x fl, cts the ocietal stereotype ,of femininity and lin a number of

pltuations women ate less eori ident ian ;men Lenney, 1977).

.

Women have traditionallyeen reared to want to fill the role'in

which 'society castes them. They are trained'to od 1 themselves after
40,

the acicepted image. According to Hardwick (1971) the orig of ego style

in Tale lie in an empathetic, intuitive, person-oriented,style of

'per eption and in the central-role that the motive to affiliate plays

the development of self esteem among women v(Douvan & Adelson, 1966;

Hoffman, 1972g. For women affiliation is seen as achievement and, an'

affirmation of 010 self. The subjective quelltYlof'fealnine ego functions
).

:.
t

praised and- valued in the warm mother-child aid huapand-wife relation

which. havetraditio ally characterized the feminine role. However, these

very traits may be viewed es incompatible Ath the requisite charac

istics to ensure )success in the competitive economic ml ketplace.

According ib Korman (1970) one of the most important factors deter-

mining task performance of a given individual is socially influenced self

esteem. To the extent that woman's self definition incorporates tradition-
,

ally feminine stereotypic notions it is plausible to anticipate that she

may be hesitant to display behaviors inconsistent with that stereotype.

Hollander (1972) found a.uegative relationship between the demon-

stration of academic achievement and social self-esteem scores for females,

but not for males. Females with A averages in high school- .had significantly

lower self-esteem scores than females ith C averages, the rev se was

true for males. Hollander's interpretation of these findings suggests the

existence of a positive relationship between self esteem sid exhibition

of sex role appropriate behavio-

ResultS reported by Cordon and Hall (1974) indicate that the

predictor of a wuman's happiness and satisfaction is her self £wage.
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o pri supportive and uteM5tional a, woman feels

characteristics)(the More 'satisfied and happy(pre

she reports herself t 'be. incoasistenc evidenced in these:findings

suggest that thg itCorOoration of "masculine" traits into women's self

descriptions may differentially

worth. Those characteristics

ect'theirAp?,erall estimation of self

ilosely tied t6lsex role inappropriate

behavior may depress positive self evaluations. ;Further'research on the

relative impactjof counter- stereotypic self-definitions along these

dimensions is necessary to clarify the relationship between the ascription

of mode valued "masculine" characteristics and women's self concepts.

Campbell's (1971) work with the Strong Vocational Interest Blank

reveals that women working in such traditionally "masculine" fields as-

1111
matics and chemistry fail to select the more "flamboyant" items (e.g.,

"be a professional dancer," "thrilling and dangerous a tivitiesp" etc.)

endorsed by women in occupational roles (e.g., airlineatewardesses, fashion

models, and entertainers'} which require more stereotypically feminine

attributes such as poise, charm and physical beauty. One explanation for

these findings lies in the notion that the adoption-of male- valued traits

i.e., rational, analytic orientation) may preclude t _e development and/

expression of traits highly valued in the female. (

The relative impact of societal sex rore stereoftypes on women's self

conceptions is difficult to evaluate. However, if as Bardwick (1971)

suggests the value one places on theself determines the level of self-esteem

and the lower a person's self-esteem the -reater the an iety and the greater

the tendency to assume a societally prescribed To it plausible to

suggest that women whose self esteem is low may be hesitant to engage in

behaviors requiring the assumption of highly valtied male sex role appropriate

traits. Regardless of whether this negative conception of 'feminine value
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is internalized in the self concept of a given woman or simply reflection

of, what she considers to be the female's sex role appropriate7stance as

reflected by by societai stereotypes it may be anticipated to effect the

achievement direct4d behavi

Women are caught in a-d-u

if that woman.

bind, unable to optimally fulfill the

role requirements for the more socially desirable achieving individual and

thOse for-the i 1, -614-n-.`simultaneously. rtIR woman who seeks kmployment

2
in a traditions masculine position is faced with a dilemma. Society

views the ideal woman as an expressive individual lacking in the "masculine"

attributesof logic and drive. If the feels that because she is not a man,

she is not endowed with the competency characteristics ascribed to men,

she may suffer from lack of confidence cone

job well. If, on the other hand,

ing her ability to do the

feeis that she has the potential to

manifest sgmline" traits, she may feel that allowing,such character-

istics to surface might be detrimental to her femininity, rendering her

"less of a woman."

To the extent that a woman perceived herself as possessing both the

"masculine" attributes associated with probable successful competitive

lchievement and interests in marriage and family considered appropriately

"feminine" she may experience role conflict. If the conflict'between

competing goals Is sufficiently strong, the existence or mere anticipation

of such a dilemma may result in the suppression of achievement striving.

As Schein (1972) erves, to the extent a woman's self image incor-.

porates the "feminine' le aspects she may be less likely to .acquire those

Job characteristics or engage in those behaviors associated with the

masculine" managerial role unless viable role models are available

her who represent the integration of "the best of both worlds." It should
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-ed that the mire imitation of Che :'16 -nagerial tstyle by femme

ca nor-nedessarily a expected to result in success. The absence_of

women as role'models functioning successfully in mal4e dominated fields

may be considere barrier to the occupational aspirations and achieve-

ment directed behavior of. w in the labor force.

One first set of factors which may serve to idhibit tht achieve-
,

ment strivings of women in organizational settings are related to

women's expectations regarding the probability that achievement behavior

will be positively reinforced.

Women and Achi

'Adherence to the stereotypically feminine-role definition dictates

that for -many young women rile:moat important area for achievement

is social skill (Stein & Bailey, 1973). Achievement striving and social

aclvities are more closely 1 ked for females than for maw. Although

this link has frequently been interpreted.as evidence that female-

achievement striving is motivated by the need to affiliate, it appears

equally plausible that the demonstration of social skills reflects

female sex-role appropriate achievement concern. For example, com-
,

parisons of achievement-motivation scores obtained under instructions

stressing competency and mastery with those obtained under neutral or

relaxed conditions y -id sex differences. When men are exposed before

the test to instructions aimed at arousing their achievement concerns,

their achievement-motivation scores increase. Under relaxed conditions

women's achievement -need scores are higher than men's, but they do not

increase under arousal conditions (House, 1974; Veroff et al., 1953).

One plausible explanation for this result is that arousal instructions

that stress intelligence and leadership ability- -two characteristiCs
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that ire regarded as stereotypically maseuline,-.are of little relevance

to women, particularly those who are traditienally,oriented

Lesser, Kravitz; & Pacard, 1963). Several successful attempts to Icrease

the achievement-motivation scores of females using arousal instructions

emphasi-ing social acceptance and interpersonal skills have beeh reported

if(Fiel , 1953; French & Lesser, 1964). However, Friedrick' b976) recent
,

attempt to replicate these findings utilizing (feminine)-value-appropriate

instructions Was Unsuccessful.' Yet, in the same study Friedrick found

evidence that expanding the method of scoring projective measures of

achievement motivation to include achievement in traditionally feminine areas

improved her ability for predict women's performance from their motive scores.

As Veroff (1978) so aptly observes, to adequately account for the overt

achievement-strivings of women (and men), the interaction between sex-role

expectations for success -d achievement orientation must be specified.

Furthermore, there is _ore _ han one variety of achievement orientation

(He reich & Spence, 1978; Veroff, 1977; Veroff et al,, 1975). For example,

the fact that women's achievement motive scores under relaxed conditions

are higher than men's suggests that women ala concerned with the achievement

process; men with the achievement - outcome or impact (Veroff, 1977).

`finlike men, women are motivated to strive for success accomplished

through their own efforts without the benefit of help or tht threat of

surveillance (autonomous achievement motivation) (Deci, 1972; Depner, 1975;
,te

Kipnis, 1974; Veroff, 1977). This varietykof achievement motivation reflects

a process orientation. Women are also concerned with another process

motive; responsibility achievement (i.e., "trying hard," "doing their best").

In contrast to men whose primary achievement concern centers on whether the

gs won or lost, women are more concerned with how it is played (Kidd &
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Woodman; L975; Veroff, 1977; Zander, Fuller, & Armstrc

more interested in building competence than in having

competence (competence achievement motivation)(Veroff,

'The' female socialization experience in Western so

. against the expression of impact oriented achievement

denotes expressivity and interpersonal concern. Thus;

that Heimreich and Spence (1978) found a s _Ilsnegativ
P

tween Femininity and Competitiveness suggesting that i

sensitivity is orthogonal if not negatively related to

I .

Not only do women Show little interest in dem

asse-tive competence, thy may actually refuse to acce

for their competitive-suCce _ by attributiugtheir per

factor§ such as luck (Deaux & Farris, 1974.; Father, 1

1974) or ease of the task (Croke, 1973; Frieze & Harta

1972a). Cdnsistent with women's concern regarding the

of their achievement strivings when they do attribute

internal cause, they are likely to use the unstable fa

& Frieze, 1973; Feldman-Summers & Kiesler, 1974).

In comparison to men, who are socialized to be co

women are expected to be more interpersonally (cpmmuni

1966). To the extent that women derive satisfaction f

without reference to others (Depner, 1975; Kipnis, 197

Veroff et al., 1975), they may be less concerned than

cognition for their accomplishments. Indeed, they in

cost associated ith such recognition (envy, hostility

to tile maintenance of interpersonal relationships they

value.
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Furthermore, American women have been socialized historically to

sums An "Is it worth it?" attitude toward career aspire ions., For

Frank and Frank (1954) advised:,

Consider your job from every standpoint: TYie satisfaction it gives you

and how necessary they are, the net income it contributes after you

pay or all the services your job prevents, you from doing for yOurself,

the effect it has on your stamina, your disposition, your relationship

with your husband. When you become pregnant, set the time when you

feel the job had best be givens. And decide, with your husband,

when--and whether you think you should res Perhaps an honeSt

examination of the problem will suggest other solutions: A less

taxing part-time job, or a secretarial/typing service you can conduct

from your home, or the development of a latent skill, Such as painting

tiles, or hooking rugs, which will help keep you alert ithou dis-

rupting your entire home life or cutting off the extra income you are

counting on. [p. 69]

Thus, women are encouraged to imagine all possible negative con-

sequences of careerism and to weigh them against assured positive outcomes.

Obviously, in order for a career to be considered justifiable, it would have

offer-sufficient benefits to cancel out all possible liabilities. During

the 1970's, a wider range of roles have been defined as acceptable for women,

yet at tette same time, because we are in the midst of social change`, the

ultimate consequences of any given role choice Have become more difficult to

predict. Although the possible benefits of careerism have increased sub-

stantially, they are'not guaranteed. If the contemporary western woman

weighs possible negative consequences of careerism against assured positive

ones, could still be dissuaded from deciding on a career. Probably her



own gender role identity will affect such a weighing. process profoundly

because it will affect the salience of certain negative and positive

expectancies.

The idea that anticipated negative consequences often discourage women

from aspiring to achievement goals is the basis for Homer's (1468) notion

of fear of success (FOS). Fear of success is conceived as a psychological

vaiiable to achievement aroused by the expectation that success in certain

contexts may result in negative consequenw, including loss of femininity

and social rejection. Indeed, Horner demonstrated that women who fear

success perform leellmeell than usual when competing against men.- Presumably,

such women anticipate social censure for ottperforming men.

Viewed within the context of Atkinson's expectance value theory of

achievement motivation, the fear of success construct rests on the

assumption that an individual will pursue her/his achievement related ,

tendencies unless she/he experiences competing motilps (e.g., fear of
4

failure, fear of success), Which'reduces the inclination to achieve.

7Extending the fear of success construct to explain the failure of omen

to enter traditionally male-domiqated occupations, Horner (1972) observed:

4

"Most feminine women when faced with a conflict.between their feminine

image and expressing their competencies or developing their abilities and

interests adjust their behaviors to their internalized sex-role stereotypes

_In order to feel or appear _ore.feminine women disguise their abilities

and withdraw from the mainstream of thought, nontraditional Aspirations,

and achievement in our society." [p.

In a recent study, Anderson compared the self descriptions of

college women who scored high on _ear of Success with those who scored low.

Wome4exhibiting (FOS) were generally career oriented but aspired t9
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traditional f male occupations and were less concerned with making a major

contribution e6 their field. Women not exhibiting fear of success were more

likely to choose a traditional female occupation and their mothers were more

likely to be employed in a traditional field. Further, women high in FOS

reported lower expression of affection, lower self-concept, higher self-

criticism and higher external locus of control than women who did not fear

success. Consistent with Anderson's findings, Wood (1976) failed to obtain

sex differencei in FOS in a sample of executives in the corporate offices of

the Atlantic Richfield Company. Presumably, women who fear success are

hesitant to enter male dominated fields.

Conclusion

It appears that there -is nothing inherently associated with femaleness

which should preclude the ascendence of women into management positions.

The source of those barriers which do exist appear to stem from the willing-

ness'of both men and women to subscribe to the validity of sex role stereo=

types. Recent reviews of the sex difference literature emphasize the extent

of similarity between the sexes (laccoby & Jaklin, 1974; Rosenberg & Sutton-

Smith, 1973). As Hall and Hall (1975) have recently suggested, barriers to

women's oecupational advancement have been amply documented. The time has

come to focus on the ways in which these barriers can be overcome, through

both individual and organizational actions. The subtle differences between

men and women appear to primarily reflecifferences in expected role be-

haviors acquired via the socialization process. As society turns toward a

reexamination of the meaning and. function of sex role stereotypes, increased

self awareness may reduce the effect.of stereotypic barriers to women's

career aspirations.
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1 (1974) has Argued persuasively that 'equal employment opportunity

plus loW organizational support equals discrimination for women. iko the

extent that organizational support for women's success is low that very

success is ess likely self reinforcing. Thus merely placingyomen in

positions of responsibility and autonomy may increase to probability that

women in such positions will fail, thereby confirming their own worst

expectations.

As Frieze et al. (1975) have recently suggested, the ogniti ns of women

regarding their achievement reflect cultural reality. Until the external

stereotypically based pressures blocking achievement are*removed it canno

reasonably- be anticipated that many women will engage in the achievement-

directed behaviors necessary to the occupational ladder fo success. Women

need organitational support, not because they are fragile, but because in

most competitive contexts their achievement related behaviors are likely

to be labeled deviant.

Increasing employment opportunities for women represents a small first

steptoWard equalizing the distribution of men and women in the labor force

However, it appears that a concerted effort to modify existing societal

attitudes, to provide environmental support for dealing with the real

pressures arising from role conflicts, and to redefine the exclusively male

managerial model will be required to diminish the impact of the pervasive

stereotypes which seem to be remarkably effective in "keeping women in their

place"--out of the managerial suite.
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